
Mitigation and Education (MES) 
Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 10:00 a.m. PDT 

Co-Chairs: Tamra Biasco; Christa von Hillebrandt; and Kevin Miller 
 

Call in by phone or by computer was provided for audio only, no screen presentation. 
 
Tamra Biasco, FEMA Region 10;  
Christa von Hillebrandt-Andrade, US NWS Caribbean Tsunami Warning Program;  
Kevin Miller, California;  
Summer Ohlendorf, National Tsunami Warning Center, Alaska;  
Elyssa Tappero, Washington;  
Althea Rizzo, Oregon;  
Nic Arcos, NEIC;  
Jeff Lorens, NWS Western Region HQ;  
Dominique Degrate-Word, California;  
Todd Becker, California;  
Yvette LaDuke, California;  
Ian Sears, NWS Tsunami Administrator;  
Victor Huerfano, Puerto Rico Seismic Network;  
Wildaomaris González Ruiz, Puerto Rico;  
Robert White, British Columbia;  
Amanda Siok, FEMA Region 10 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Kevin Miller opened the meeting, acknowledged the Alaska event that occurred and 
opened the floor to discuss further during the meeting; announced that Ian Sears issued 
the upcoming National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (NTHMP) virtual meeting 
schedule, the Mapping and Modeling Subcommittee (MMS) and Mitigation and 
Education (MES) concurrent meetings are scheduled for August 25, 2020 via 
teleconference instead of in-person in Sacramento, as originally planned, pre-COVID. 

We’d like suggestions from MES members on topics for the 8/25 meeting, which may 
include the current workplan, upcoming workplan, World Tsunami Awareness Day on 
November 5, 2020, state/territory partner updates, and any additional topics that the 
group would like to discuss for the MMS and MES.  We can have an outside guest talk 
about COVID-19 or other significant/relevant topics the group would like to hear about 
and discuss and address together. 

Agenda 

MES Workplan Updates 

TsunamiZone.org, expanded to additional states and territories that have requested 
websites Alaska, California, Caribbean, Guam, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington.   

• TsunamiZone.org is also provided in English and Spanish. 
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• TsunamiZone.org is now displaying a banner with live tsunami alert status linked 
to Tsunami.gov and the new logo was introduced at the last MES meeting.  
Current online registration for 2020  

• Online Global Registration Total for 2020 is 200,000. 
• Includes links to exercise resources (e.g. CaribeWave; PacifEX) 
• Discussion: Registrations for the Caribbean were made before COVID-19 and 

many regions were not able to reach the in-person level of participation.  In 
short, the total registered does not necessarily reflect participation because the 
activities were done virtually.  In the future with regard to 2020, we may want to 
rethink how we look at and report the numbers. 

Social Science Report 

• The report was released and distributed earlier this year. Elyssa Tappero noted 
that some COVID-19 findings were incorporated into subsequent presentations.  
The funding for the banners will incorporate some of the findings, as there is still 
some confusion about local versus distance source tsunamis and natural versus 
official alert/warning signs.  The banners will be developed to address these 
issues and used educate the public. 

Discussion: 

• Ian Sears provided that the report will be posted on the NTHMP website in the 
coming weeks.  He appreciated the Social Science aspect of some of the work 
and Puerto Rico proposed some Social Science related work in their application.  
As such, he is interested in having further discussions about the details of the 
report and how we (NTHMP and Partners) are using the report to implement the 
findings in the work that we currently underway and potential work that can be 
done in the future.  It is important to capture these activities to share with 
leadership and Members of Congress, as this is critical in furthering support of the 
program. 

• Christa von Hillebrandt mentioned the NTHMP TsuInfo Alert Newsletter and its 
goal to highlight aspects of the program.  Pictures of the banners with a short 
paragraph description or other activities that others would like to highlight are 
encouraged.  August 3, is the deadline for the upcoming newsletter. Stephanie 
Earls, stephanie.earls@dnr.wa.gov, is the TsuInfo Alert Editor and can provide 
additional information and details about due dates for future submissions. 

• Ian Sears suggested to provide a series of information over time instead of an 
information dump.   

• The report may be added to the NTHMP website. 
• Kevin Miller noted an Overview of future use and applications of the social 

science report can be a new agenda topic for 8/25 

Tsunami Maritime Guidance Website 

• Todd Becker provided that California is continuing to refine and develop the 
website, resource for maritime community, harbors, ports, boats on the water 

mailto:stephanie.earls@dnr.wa.gov
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and various audiences previously described.  There have been some solicitations 
for feedback from a few states and territories, and we continue to collect 
feedback.  The information is being incorporated into the website and will be 
finalized soon. 

• Tsunami awareness activities will be updated and virtual offerings are 
forthcoming.   

Tsunami Education, Outreach and Training 

• September 8, virtual training for Long Beach:  the National Disaster Preparedness 
Training Center Tsunami Awareness Course (AWR-217) will be provided.  The 
course may be provided using the previous version as updates to the course are 
still in the final review stage.  

• Christa von Hillebrandt-Andrade provided that the updated course is still going 
through the review process – partners provided feedback which is still being 
refined and incorporated into the course.  Lastly, the plan is to conduct an end-
to-end dry run of the course, identify/resolve glitches and release it soon. 

Tsunami Exercise Planning 

• Christa von Hillebrandt-Andrade provided that Caribewave 2021 is being 
planned to be conducted on March 11, 2021, to coincide with the 10th 
Anniversary of M9.0 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami that occurred of 
northeastern Honshu Island in Japan.  The scenarios will be an event off Jamaica 
and Northern Lesser Antilles.  The corresponding handbook is in process and it will 
be up to the countries and territories to decide on ive or virtual.   

• A Caribbean community exercise guide book for multiannual planning is being 
finalized that can be used groups including but not limited to principles, schools, 
authorities, and fire chiefs.  Oregon’s guide has been referenced.   

• The International pacific exercise (LANTEX and Pacifex) is being planned to 
occur on November 5, 2020 to coincide with World Tsunami Awareness Day.   It 
will be focusing on communication testing.   

• Kevin Miller noted that the Tohoku 10th Observance may be a discussion topic for 
future MES Meetings.  Key dates upcoming include 

o Nov. 5 – World Tsunami Awareness Day focus in on local and community 
resilience and preparedness, eg. TsunamiReady will be highlited 

o Mar. 11 – Tohoku 10th Observance 

State/Territory Partners Updates – “your individual brief NTHMP project updates” (1 to 2 
items you wish to report status on) 

NTWC: 

Summer Ohlendorf provided that Alaska working on developing virtual training for 
partners because they were not able to host at the center this year, anticipated to be 
released in fall 2020.  She is interested in looking at the updates and revisions to other 
curricula to be incorporated into their materials.  One new employee is being on-
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boarded.  Summer is also coordinating outreach to prepare for an earthquake that can 
potentially be a 20-minute event.  

Summer referenced the July 21, 2020 earthquake that triggered a tsunami warning in 
Alaska and provided that there were no overall glitches to the process of upgrading 
and/or downgrading the tsunami alerts. 

Discussion: Nic Arcos inquired about developing a Tsunami Event Page to provide an 
expanded view of the event to include wave heights, for continued use in the future for 
reference and with the ability to send inquiries and questions for additional information. 

Summer provided that there is currently a plan to complete a page for the July 21, 2020 
event and she is coordinating internally with the person charged with developing the 
page.  

A highlight of the event is that Emergency managers were giving out masks for persons 
who came to the evacuation site.   

There were additional discussions about the communities impacted the most; were the 
communities TsunamiReady®, if so, how did the TsunamiReady® preparedness activities 
and requirements benefit the communities, if not, would being TsunamiReady® have 
changed the communities overall response to the event, and how?  

Summer provided that Parryville, AK and Sand Point, AK were mostly affected; however, 
in the coming months she will research the TsunamiReady® aspects discussed during 
this meeting and follow-up with a report out at a later meeting. 

An NTHMP TsuInfo Alert Newsletter Alert entry/highlight was requested to include a 
perspective from the Emergency Manager.   

Amanda Siok provided that Dave took another position and James is the new 
Emergency Manager – he was introduced to the team and invited to be a part of the 
event.  A plan to get James up to speed on more Tsunami training is in process. 

Amanda inquired about Maritime Response Time and Mitigation Planning, as there was 
a boat, with a fisherman onboard, moving towards the tsunami.  Are there plans in 
place for boats moving out in time?   

Summer will research the maritime response, follow-up with Coast Guard regarding the 
plan to notify boaters to ensure timely movement out of the hazard zone, and provide 
a report out at a later meeting. 

Washington: 

Elyssa Tappero provided that Washington cancelled its June 24, 2020 exercise – it is 
currently being rescheduled.  Washington met virtually with NWS, NTWC, EMD and the 
Washington Alert and Warning center and walked-through Tsunami Alert Standard 
Operating Procedures.  An output of the walk-through was the need to include a 
Tsunami Response Document to define the roles of each agency which will be helpful 
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to flesh out the roles and authorities to inform future exercises.  The Tsunami Response 
Document is currently in being developed.   

An Evacuation Drill Guide is also being developed.  The Evacuation Drill Guide will focus 
on addressing organizations or groups that have not conducted drills or groups looking 
to increase the complexity of their already existing drill.  Elyssa would like to collaborate 
with NTHMP partners to review the guide and provide feedback to fill in any the gaps.  

The Guide for All-Hazards Alert Broadcast (AHAB) Sirens Guidance is still in process, 
however Maximillian Dixon, Elyssa Tappero, and Jake have been included as part of the 
COVID-19 activation rotation. 

Elyssa will share the Caribbean Guide, and as a long-term focus, emphasize building up 
the drill year-over-year. 

Discussion: Puerto Rico provided that while planning for evacuations, consider if there is 
enough space on the delivery point and adjust accordingly for advance planning.  
Build additional shelters for advance planning to ensure that you have the distance 
and capacity to address the need.  Also, assess the need to increase assembly points. 

Kevin Miller provided that Planning for COVID-19 can be a potential topic for the next 
meeting. 

Oregon: 

Althea Rizzo provided that she too has been reporting half-time to the Oregon COVID-
19 activation rotation.  The Tsunami Inundation Map update project is still underway.  In 
some areas the evacuation line moved seaward or eastward, so she is working with 
local stakeholders to socialize the changes.  Tillamook was in the zone and the new 
maps show them outside of the zone; HAZUS runs were completed for 5 coastal 
communities and she is currently determining the best strategy to integrate the 
information into the mitigation plan; and development of a Tsunami Cache Guide is still 
in the early implementation phase.  She provided a survey to Emergency Managers to 
forward to local to tribal groups to learn about barriers to community cache systems 
and learning how people adjust to those barriers.  

Discussion: In consideration of the current climate, a point to consider in planning is that 
National Tsunami Awareness day, November 5, 2020 is two days after National Election 
Day, November 2, 2020. 

Kevin provided that the survey to Emergency Managers was forwarded to the Tsunami 
Steering Committee Meeting group in California. 

California: 

Todd Becker, California provided that the Maritime Guidance Website has undergone 
recent updates including linked logos/icons to respective agency websites; 
incorporated tsunami educational messaging to show the flow of information from the 
Tsunami Warning Center to Communities; and developed a stand-along webpage for 
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TsunamiReady® including tsunami supporter information to include maritime related 
strategies that California developed for TsunamiReady® Tier II guidelines.  California 
welcomes review and feedback to support the completed product. 

California is working on HAZUS scenarios for 20 California coastal counties to include 
map updates.  The California Steering Committee meeting scheduled to occur in June 
2020, so there have been some delays in getting input from partners due to the COVID-
19 activations. The current HAZUS work includes a preliminary assessment and a broad 
overview of the 20 counties – the next phase will be developing additional data 
products and focused guidance on what communities can do to inform their mitigation 
activities.  California will also coordinate with Oregon, Washington, and Federal/State 
partners Cascadia Rising information to incorporate loss estimates in the guidance 
products. 

Comments or feedback related to the Maritime Guidance Website should be sent to 
kevin.miller@caloes.ca.gov or todd.becker@aloes.ca.gov.   

California will be completing another exercise series looking at overall response process 
and initiate communications, NWS, CGS, Emergency Manager, and information flow 
test to include a county partner (end-to-end exercise); working on kiosks and signs in 
Bay Area and other coastal areas, and map updates have been completed for 
Humboldt, LA, Alameda and are currently being socialized.  Work has begun in San 
Mateo County 

Puerto Rico: 

Victor Huerfano and Wildaomaris, completed a COVID-19 Quake exercise, which took 
place, awaiting report, renewal of  three TsunamiReady® communities, and many 
others are in the pipeline.  Will conduct an Emergency Managers virtual workshop next 
week to include tsunami messaging and flow of information. 

British Columbia: 

Robert White in British Columbia has also been focused on COVID-19 response. 
Discussions with NTWC about making improvements to tsunami messaging are still 
underway; and tsunami mapping and modeling in the Victoria area are near the final 
stages of development – upon completion, the link to those maps will be shared with 
Oregon and Washington.  

FEMA: 

Amanda Siok provided that there is nothing significant to report at this time, aside from 
previous comments, above. 

NEIC: 

Nic Arcos provided that the tsunami database is still in process.  A beta version was 
released in late spring 2020 and the official version will be sent in a few weeks.  

mailto:kevin.miller@caloes.ca.gov
mailto:todd.becker@aloes.ca.gov
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Feedback and comments are welcomed, as the goal is to complete an overall update 
every 6-9 months for the first few years. 

NWS Western Region: 

Jeff Lorens provided that the NWS Western Region was expecting a surplus, but Eureka, 
California identified a need to update current and develop new brochures and restock 
their supply of tsunami informational magnets for education and outreach; and 
evacuation maps, kiosks, and signs will be procured for San Mateo County. 

Information: The City of San Diego purchased kiosks for Hunting Beach, California. 

Reminder: Local community plans and the international focus will be on 
TsunamiReady® on World Tsunami Day, November 5, 2020.   

Please provide topics/ideas for the upcoming Virtual MES Meetings, which is the 
alternative to the NTHMP Annual Meeting. 

The meeting adjourned. 

 


